TURFLON® D

It's a constant battle, defending your turf against such hardy weeds as oxalis, spurge, ground ivy and wild violets. For these perennial enemies, as well as easier foes like dandelions, plantains and clover, you need the best, most cost-efficient weapon available.

You need TURFLON® D—the post emergence systemic herbicide that contains Triclopyr, a major new active ingredient that provides a broad spectrum of control.

Strategic performance and selectivity.

TURFLON D is an economical weapon—just one or two applications are all it takes to control weeds. It's non-phytotoxic to cool season grasses, so it can be used safely on tall fescue, bluegrass and perennial ryegrasses. And it won't weaken turf or damage ornamentals such as rhododendrons. TURFLON D is less toxic, too—making it safer for both the applicator and the environment.

Lebanon—Your headquarters for Total Turf Care.

We're a major distributor of TURFLON D for The Dow Chemical Company. That means our extensive sales network can speed your order to you when you need it. And our professional, technically-trained customer service representatives will give your order the attention it deserves, to make sure you get the high quality performance you deserve.

If you have any questions about TURFLON D, or any of our other products and services, call our Greenline today at 1-800-233-0628; in Pennsylvania, call 717-273-1687. And start getting help in your battle against broadleaf weeds... from the ground up.